Abstract -The Idaho National Laboratory (INL) is tasked with the development of reactor physics analysis capability of the Next Generation
I. INTRODUCTION
Idaho National Laboratory (INL) is tasked with the improvement of current calculation methods and analysis approaches in support of the licensing of the NGNP. In this function the INL seeks to 1) determine the current state of the methods available to analyze prismatic HTRs and 2) find any significant gaps in the computation technology that could hinder NGNP deployment. V&V of current computational methods will provide the necessary information to ascertain their state of readiness and the location areas that need further development. The verification of nuclear codes is commonly performed by developers and it has become the main focus area in the research community.
The validation of the codes requires experimental data, which is scarce and has become extremely difficult to generate in recent years. A previous assessment [1] suggested that the experiments conducted at the High Temperature Test Reactor (HTTR) constitute some of the best reactor physics measurements currently available in the open literature applicable to the prismatic NGNP.
Presently, this work must rely on publicly available data that might not contain all the necessary specifications or quality to produce accurate comparisons to the experiments. Better quality data might become available in the future as more emphasis is placed on the validation efforts for NGNP. The three central sources of information used in this work are the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) working group report [2] , the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) benchmark definition memorandum [3] , and the International Reactor Physics Experiment Evaluation Project (IRPhEP) reports [4, 5] . This latter work represents the modeling task performed at the INL with probabilistic tools, i.e. Monte Carlo. The INL reports conclude that there are still significant questions regarding the quality of the HTTR data available in the public domain, especially in reaction rate distribution and rod worth measurements. Nevertheless, it is still useful to compare computational model results to experimental measurements, since the data can be used to validate some of the calculations that are necessary in the licensing application process. The first stage in the validation of neutronic codes, and the primary focus of this report, is the calculation of the core multiplication factor.
The generation of cross sections for annular HTRs is an active area of research. Previous studies [2, 6, 7, 8] have shown that the neutronic characteristics of these cores complicate this essential step in the calculation process. This work attempts to address some of the areas previously identified as problematic, but significant challenges still remain. These challenges are further discussed in the cross section generation section.
II. METHODS

II.A. DRAGON 4
DRAGON 4 [9] solves the linearized version of the Boltzmann transport equation and includes cross-section generation capabilities. One of the great advantages of the DRAGON 4 code is in its simplicity for modeling, which allows the user to become proficient with the code in a short period of time. The variety of solution methodologies is another great asset of the code. The collision probability (CP), method of characteristics (MOC), and discrete ordinates (Sn) methods were used in during the performance of this work. In addition, the DRAGON code includes a 3-D capability by projection of the third dimension onto a 2-D plane with an MOC solution. The DRAGON 4 calculation options used in cross-section preparation include:
1. A transport correction based on the linearly anisotropic (P1) within group scattering used to correct the library cross sections 2. A self shielding calculation based on the subgroup method 3. The Hebert double heterogeneity treatment in the fuel compacts 4. Use of the CP method with a P 1 leakage model provides the flux solution in 281 groups 5. Spatial homogenization and the energy condensation into 26 groups 6. The 26 group structure was identical used by the German group in the IAEA benchmark [2] .
The main limitation of the current version of the code is the geometric specification of a hexagonal block. The 2-D block geometry is built based on a smaller hexagonal unit cell leading to the presence of jagged edges at the block periphery. This introduces small errors with the boundary condition and additional moderator into the block calculation. In order to conserve the graphite mass in the model, the peripheral graphite density is adjusted.
The DRAGON 4 code has been successfully used in high temperature reactor (HTR) applications [10] , and it is a well established nuclear analysis tool.
II.B. HEXPEDITE
In hexagonal-z or prismatic geometry, the 3-D flux solution over a prismatic node is split into four 1-D transverse averaged flux equations that are coupled by a leakage source term. These equations are formed by integrating over the nodal flux solution separately in each of the four directions perpendicular to the faces of a prismatic node. The transverse integrated flux is then scaled by the surface area of each face perpendicular to a given directionally dependent transverse integrated flux to get the equations in terms of averaged flux values. A Green's function solution is then applied to the resulting one-dimensional, transverse averaged ODE. The Green's function solution to transverse averaged diffusion equation (equivalently the Sturm-Liouville Operator) can be expressed in an integral form in terms of a source integral and boundary values of the net current on each node. The spatial coupling between two adjacent nodes is formed by requiring that the transverse averaged flux from one node be equal to the transverse averaged flux of an adjacent node. Additionally, the net currents at adjacent nodal interfaces are also assumed equivalent, which is a physically accurate assumption. The result of these two spatial couplings is a tri-diagonal matrix system that can be solved for the net currents at the nodal interfaces.
Despite the analytical nature of the Green's function solution for the transverse averaged flux, the flux solution from the previous iteration must be expanded over a polynomial in order to generate a shape approximation for the fission/scattering source term. Additionally, the net current solutions adjacent to a node of interest are used to approximate a second order polynomial expansion for the leakage source term. The problem domain is split into coupled 1-D problems that can be solved in parallel, and the leakage and fission sources are solved iteratively.
Unlike in Cartesian geometry, the transverse integration procedure applied to hexagonal geometry introduces discontinuous terms in the sources, which are non-physical and purely mathematical in nature. The solution in HEXPEDITE is formed by first assuming that the discontinuous terms are negligible. The flux solution is then corrected by enforcing the node average neutron balance equation on the flux solution. For each directional sweep, the node balance is used to update the flux moments for the other sweeping directions across a given node.
Previous work on the HEXPEDITE methodology [11, 12, 13] has tested the approach against other spatial discretizations for the neutron diffusion equation in hexagonal and triangular geometry, such as the nodal expansion method (NEM) and finite difference method (FDM). These studies have established HEXPEDITE's superiority in terms of accuracy and runtime over NEM and FDM.
II.C. Monte Carlo
Two Monte Carlo codes are used for benchmarking purposed, MCNP5 [14] and SERPENT [15] .
Both use continuous energy treatments with libraries based on ENDF/B-VII.
III. CROSS SECTION PREPARATION
The European benchmark analysis group report [17] concluded that in order to better approach the experimental HTTR results, several effects had to be considered:
• The detailed heterogeneity of the BPs and the fuel region in the whole-core calculation. INL has developed a new method to model the BP heterogeneity in the whole-core diffusion solver. This new technique is currently under testing within the HEXPEDITE code and has not been used in this report.
• Using fine group structure in the whole-core diffusion calculation proposed by the German team or considering the neighbor effects in the transport calculation, proposed by the French team. Following the suggestion of the German team, the DRAGON 4 cross section used in this analysis will be generated in 26 groups based on the FZJ structure [2] . New cross-section generation approaches that take into account neighbor effects were initiated and a summary included in Section V.
• Modeling axial effects of the BP heterogeneity. This effect was quantified in the European benchmark report [17] to be 1.5% Δk/k for the annular 19-column core and 2.2% Δk/k for the full core. For the DRAGON 4 models this effect was quantified with MCNP5 to be much larger in magnitude. The results show 2.38% and 2.94% Δk for the annular and fully loaded cores, respectively. Since no NGNP design has currently been selected, it is uncertain whether this will be an important issue in the future. The 3-D capabilities of the DRAGON 4 code are currently under testing to determine if these effects can be accurately modeled.
• Treatment of the axial streaming in CR channels. This was quantified to be -1.8% Δk/k for the annular core and -1.3% Δk/k for the full core [17] . These effects can be modeled in the future with DRAGON 4, but might require some modifications to the source code in order to accurately describe the axial streaming effects in the large CR holes.
Since the current capabilities of the codes are limited, both the axial BP heterogeneity and axial streaming are corrected using the values provided in this section. Studies continue to improve the capabilities of INL codes when required for the NGNP.
The annular core cross sections were all generated at 300 K. Cross sections for the fully loaded core configuration were generated at 300, 340, 380, 420, 460, and 480 K.
III.A. Fuel blocks
The DRAGON 4 energy and spatial flux calculations are performed with the full-block geometry in order to maximize the fidelity of the calculation. The model includes the annular compact with the double heterogeneity (DH) treatment in the fuel region, the gap between the compact and graphite sleeve, the graphite sleeve, and the cooling channel gap. The description of the microstructure comprises five layers including kernel, porous graphite, IPyC, SiC, and OPyC imbedded in the graphite matrix with the as-built specifications delineated in the JAERI memo [3] .
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the BP rod is closer to the fuel than in the actual design (from a pitch of 5.45 cm to 5.15 cm). This effect was quantified in MCNP5 and shown to be insignificant-just a few pcm. In addition, the fuel-handling hole is not modeled explicitly; instead, the region is treated as a lower graphite density region. The geometry is closed with a white boundary condition at the periphery.
The main error introduced in the fuel model has to do with the jagged edges as seen in Figure 1 (a). This geometric approximation changes the fuel-to-graphite ratio, which affects the neutron energy spectrum and, consequently, the microscopic cross sections generated. This issue can be circumvented by decreasing the graphite density in the peripheral region in an effort to conserve the graphite content in the model. Unfortunately, this approach generates incorrect homogenized number densities in the DRAGON 4 code, because the graphite-to-block area is inconsistent with the design. The first case, which contains homogeneous fuel without burnable poison (BP) pins, shows good agreement, while the presence of BP pins more than doubles the difference as shown in Table 1 . Significant discrepancies in the solution appear with the double heterogeneity treatment. These differences are exacerbated in the presence of the BP pins. These calculations show that the DRAGON 4 model under-predicts MCNP5 by approximately 1% in the multiplication factor when modeling the full-block details. This 1% difference versus MCNP5 in the calculation of infinite fuel-block multiplication factor is expected to propagate into the whole-core calculation via the cross sections. This does not mean that the DRAGON The differences in the DRAGON 4 modeling approach at the block level had to be further investigated to determine the effect on the cross sections generated. The difference between the DRAGON 4 generic (reference design density) and corrected (modified peripheral graphite density) models were quantified, and the results are included in Figure 2 and Table 2 .
The graphite-adjusted model yields a harder neutron spectrum due to the reduction of the moderator content in the infinite lattice calculation. The generic model produces a softer neutron spectrum that leads to neutron production cross sections with a 3-8% error in the thermal range. Based on these results, it was decided to compute the macroscopic properties externally in order to obtain both the spectral effect from the graphite-density-adjusted calculation and retain number densities that are more consistent with the design. These macroscopic diffusion parameters were computed from the DRAGON 4 microscopic properties and the separately calculated homogenized number densities.
The geometric constraints in DRAGON 4 are impractical but still can be eluded. The DRAGON team has been working on the development of a flat-side hexagon configuration that will remove this limitation in the code. In addition, the new DRAGON 4 version will allow the precise positioning of various geometric features within the block, i.e.control rods.
Results from the DRAGON 4 calculations with both the reference design graphite density and the graphite density reduced at the periphery of the model are shown in Table 3 . In addition, some of the APOLLO 2 and TOTMOS-DORT [2] results from the French and German programs are included for comparison. 
III.B. Permanent Reflector
During the generation of the cross sections for non-multiplying media (i.e., regions with no fissile or fissionable material) participants of the CRP-5 benchmark used various techniques. The French approach used a 1-D cylindrical core solution to generate permanent reflector cross sections with a single, representative fuel spectrum in a source-driven problem [2] . This study expands this technique for the analysis of the annular core in order to better account for the strong coupling between the various core regions. An R-Z solution of the annular core problem with homogenized regions is used for two purposes: (1) generate permanent reflector cross sections, and (2) obtain neutron spectra in various core regions. These spectra are subsequently used as a surface source in a source-driven problem in order to better approximate the neutron spectrum and the cross sections in the regions outside the active core.
The schematic of the R-Z cylindrical annular core used in the calculation is depicted in Figure 3 . The model only includes 18 fuel columns in order to avoid the azimuthal homogenization of the 19 th fuel column. Therefore, the results should yield lower eigenvalues than a model with all of the fuel columns, but the spectra should still be well represented. The absorber regions are modeled as a ring with the equivalent surface area and volume as the design rods. The fuel region cross section used in the annular R-Z model was generated from a 2-D fuel block model with the average fuel isotopic concentrations pertinent to that axial level. The fuel block was homogenized, but the energy structure was not collapsed in order to carry forward as much spectral information as possible. The model used a void boundary condition at the top and bottom regions and reflected at the center. An Sn solution of the R-Z annular core model was obtained with DRAGON 4 using a 281-group structure and 14 discrete angles. A linear anisotropic representation was used for the scattering source. The result from Figure 4 shows that the solution for the unrodded case converges at k eff = 1.005, whereas the rodded configuration converges at k eff = 0.97. This is a good result if one takes into account the fact that this model is missing 1 fuel column, which would generate a near-critical reactor.
Since no leakage model was used in the R-Z transport calculation, the diffusion coefficients for the permanent reflector region were calculated from the available data using
The average scattering angle cosines used in the calculation were determined from a permanent reflector block calculation with reflective boundary conditions. The spectra obtained from the full-core unrodded model are used in the generation of cross sections for the dummy, replaceable reflector, and CR detailed 2-D models. Figure 5 shows some of the spectra from various regions in the core for the unrodded solution. The regions near the active core (9 and 15) are characterized by a low thermal peak and a high fast peak, whereas regions with considerable moderation (6 and 7) include a high thermal peak and a relatively flat epithermal and fast regions. Figure 5 . Neutron spectra in various core locations.
Two sets of permanent reflector cross sections for the 30-column core are produced in this study. The first set (referred as PR-I) is based on the 19-fuel column 2-D calculation with the annular core configuration at the various temperatures of interest. This model assumes that the neutron energy spectrum obtained at the reactor periphery is insensitive to the fuel located in the inner rings of the core. A second set of cross sections (referred as PR-II) is developed using a single block configuration with a source on two consecutive sides of the block, and a representative fuel spectrum of the average core enrichment. This last geometry was closed with a reflective boundary condition.
III.C. Dummy, Replaceable reflector, and Control Blocks
The generation of the cross sections for the replaceable reflectors, dummy, and control blocks employs two consecutive calculations in DRAGON 4. The first calculation places an isotropic surface source, based on the spectrum calculated from the R-Z model for that specific core location, at the periphery of the block. A void boundary condition is specified and the flux solution is obtained by solving a source-driven problem. This first computation generates the bulk of the cross sections used in the HEXPEDITE runs. The second calculation is intended only for the generation of the diffusion coefficients. This computation uses a surface source specified with a trace amount of fissile material with a modified neutron spectrum that is consistent with the first calculation. This second model is closed with a reflected boundary condition, and the flux solution is obtained via a k-eigenvalue problem with a P 1 leakage model. The JAERI memo [3] contains the specific differences in each block design, which include variations in the number, diameter, and length of the holes, as well as the block height. Due to geometric limitations of DRAGON 4, the large insertion holes of 6.15 cm were limited to 5.6 cm, effectively eliminating the gap between the CR and the CR hole. The graphite mass was conserved by reducing the block graphite density.
IV. RESULTS
The results from both critical configurations are included in Table 4 . Two HEXPEDITE results are included for the fully loaded core (30 columns) with the two permanent reflector calculation methods (PR-I and PR-II). The first method is based on the R-Z annular core calculation and the second on the single block with a surface source. MCNP5 and SERPENT results are also included for comparison.
All results show a 2-3% bias that is consistent with the MC results. It is noteworthy to mention that similar runs with other MC codes also show significant deviations in the core multiplication factor. This 2-3% bias is believed to be an issue with the continuous energy data libraries for graphite and U235 [4, 5, 18] . In addition, the resonance scattering models included in the MCNP codes, and potentially SERPENT, are in question [19] .
In the annular 19-fuel column core there is very good agreement between HEXPEDITE and MCNP5, but it is coincidental in nature. The MCNP5 models use the same evaluated data files, but geometrically, they are not identical and the material properties are not exactly the same. This discrepancy stems from the fact that the reference design document [3] was not available to INL when the MCNP5 models were built [4, 5] .
The HEXPEDITE model contains the as-built atomic densities and a better geometric description of the DB design used in the 19-column core critical. This effect was approximately quantified with a DRAGON-HEXPEDITE calculation to be 0.3% Δk. In addition, if a 0.1% Δk correction is applied to account for the fact that HEXPEDITE cannot accurately model the cylindrical periphery of the permanent reflector, the multiplication factor increases to 1.0302. This result is still in good agreement with the MCNP5 model and is more representative of what is expected in diffusion to transport comparisons. The SERPENT model, which is based on the MCNP5 model, also uses continuous energy ENDF/B-VII data and yields roughly 900-pcm higher eigenvalue than the MCNP5. Table 6 : Isothermal temperature coefficients of reactivity for HTTR.
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The full-core loading results show a significant departure from MCNP5. This core configuration does not contain dummy fuel blocks, which removes that uncertainty from the calculation. Unfortunately, the axial BP correction becomes quite large (3% Δk). The two HEXPEDITE results (I and II) also show a significant sensitivity to the approach used in the generation of permanent reflector cross sections (500 pcm). Only the second approach falls within the uncertainty of the experiment.
The multiplication factors at several isothermal fully loaded core temperatures are listed in Table 5 . In addition, some results from the CRP-5 benchmark [2] are also included for comparison. The DRAGON-HEXPEDITE results (PR-I) with the R-Z annular solution for the permanent reflector cross sections are significantly higher than the rest. The other set of DRAGON-HEXPEDITE (PR-II) results are similar to those generated with DELIGHT-CITATION, but are still significantly higher than the other codes.
The isothermal temperature coefficients included in Table 6 are calculated with the data from Table 5 and using ) ( 
The HEXPEDITE results are over 40% higher than the experimental results, but these were measured at different CR positions, which in this reactor have significant effects on the entire core. Alternatively, the HEXPEDITE results show reasonable agreement with the majority of the CRP-5 calculations. Only the Japanese results with the DELIGHT-CITATION system agree well with the experimental data.
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V. ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN HTR CROSS SECTION PREPARATION
One of the main issues with the generation of cross section in HTRs is the strong coupling between the blocks. This strong coupling invalidates the assumption made in the lattice physics calculation (identical neighbors in an infinite domain). In order to better incorporate the neighbor effects into the cross section generation process, a set of DRAGON 4 calculations were performed to determine the decoupling distance in HTTR. Figure 6 shows the variation in the neutron energy spectrum as the domain size increases. The four ring model is equivalent to one single block. The 12 ring block is a two block model, which with reflective boundary conditions constitutes an even larger domain.
The decoupled domain in HTTR is more than two rings of blocks beyond the domain of interest, i.e., cross section generation domain. In some regions this extends beyond the permanent reflector. In an ideal situation one would attempt to generate the cross sections from a 12th, 6th, or full core calculation that would consider all neighbor effects. This is no easy task for the cross section generator currently available. Alternatively, one could use an improved coarse energy structure and a much reduced calculation domain that allows capturing the majority of the spectral effects, which seem to occur in the first few blocks.
Therefore, in order to obtain better estimates of the energy flux, a supercell must include at least 19 blocks. This issue is specific to graphite moderated reactors, which contain fuel and reflector blocks with long migration areas. Table 7 shows the impact of the domain size on the one group macroscopic cross sections. Table 7 : Domain decoupling effects on one group macroscopic cross sections.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the HTTR is a significant challenge for current deterministic methods since they were developed for the analysis of light water reactor (LWR) and fast reactor designs. HTR reactors exhibit neutron physics characteristics that lay between those of light water and fast reactors. In HTRs, especially in annular designs, neutrons travel significant distances. This creates a strong coupling between neighbors and, consequently, invalidates the assumptions made in traditional infinite lattice calculations during the generation of cross sections.
This "spectral interpenetration" can be approximated by using a finer group structure in the full-core calculation, as performed in this work, but the question of accuracy remains unresolved. A preliminary domain de-coupling study included in this work has shown that there can be significant errors if the neighbor effects are not considered in the cross-section generation step for a one group structure. These errors are somewhat alleviated by using the finer group structure, but a comprehensive study is needed to determine if combining a larger domain at the lattice level with a fine group structure in the condensation step can provide high fidelity cross sections for the full core solver.
In addition to the complexities of HTR physics, the HTTR exhibits some special characteristics that further complicate the analysis of the reactor with deterministic methods. The major challenges are the presence of axial heterogeneities in the BP regions and the strong axial streaming in CR channels. There was no attempt in this study to directly address these effects, because they are not significant in the current NGNP design and there is uncertainty with regard to the fidelity of the data currently available from the HTTR experiment. Instead, a correction was applied to the final calculations. The use of these large corrections obscures the comparisons to other methods of analysis and the experimental data. If better HTTR data is available in the future to validate NGNP neutronic codes these two effects need to be addressed. To better model the axial heterogeneities in this reactor two potential options are available: 1) decompose the block in axially homogeneous regions, or 2) perform a 3-D calculation for the BP region. The first option can be conducted with most cross section generators available, but DRAGON 4 is the only lattice physics code known to the author that includes 3-D capability. Unfortunately, it is still experimental in nature and requires future development. Various lattice physics codes, including DRAGON 4, feature some capability to treat axial streaming effects via generation anisotropic diffusion coefficients. The method might need to be improved to accurately model the large diameter CR holes in the HTTR, since it was initially developed for smaller diameters holes. This paper shows that there are significant discrepancies between the MCNP5 and the DRAGON 4 results at the block level when the coated particles and BPs are modeled. These discrepancies can be resolved with comparisons to other cross section generators. Nevertheless, the values of the multiplication factor obtained in this report show reasonable agreement with MCNP5 for the two critical configurations analyzed. Unfortunately, there seems to be a systematic bias of 2-3% common to all methods of solution, when compared to the experimental values, which is believed to stem from the cross-section data. Furthermore, the generation of cross sections for the permanent reflector region of HTRs is an area that requires some investigation due to its significant impact of 0.5% Δk in HTTR.
These results from the deterministic codes can be further improved with more accurate modeling of the axial heterogeneity, axial streaming, radial positioning of the BP pins in the whole core model, and the use of more advanced cross section generation techniques applicable to these reactors.
